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MCDONALD J

The plaintiff in this matter Edwin Bedford Bedford appeals a

judgment of the Twenty Second Judicial District Court granting a

peremptory exception of prescription on behalf of the defendant Brackley

Construction Inc Brackley
1 For the following reasons we affirm the

judgment

Bedford owns property in Mandeville Louisiana from which he

conducts an automobile repair service On June 6 2001 he sustained

extensive flood damage to the property On May 17 2002 Bedford filed a

petition for damages against Dolgencorp Inc D B A Dollar General Store

Dolgencorp alleging that the defendant s construction of a building at 1000

Gerard St Mandeville Louisiana resulted in flood damage to his property

clean up expense and permanent diminution of the property s value

Dolgencorp s answer to this petition filed on behalf of Dolgencorp

Inc db a Dollar General asserted inter alia that Dollar General Store was

not a proper party defendant that the plaintiff had no cause of action against

Dollar General that neither Dollar General nor any person for whom Dollar

General had legal responsibility caused the alleged damage and admitted

that Dollar General was the lessee of the premises located at 1000 Gerard

Street Mandeville Louisiana

Thereafter on February 26 2003 Dolgencorp filed a motion for

summary judgment with which was submitted a statement of undisputed

material facts Submitted as facts were that the plaintiff asserts damages due

to the elevation of Dolgencorp s property that Dolgencorp is not the owner
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A peremptory exception of prescription was also granted on behalf of defendants

Patrick S Brackley and the William Brackley Trust An appeal of that judgment was

also taken and decision on that appeal is also rendered today Bedford v Dolgenc01p
Inc 2006 1437 La 1

st
Cir 2 9 07 unpublished
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of the building at 1000 Gerard Street that the building at 1000 Gerard Street

was not constructed by Dollar General or anyone for whom it had legal

responsibility and that Dollar General is the lessee of the property located at

1000 Gerard Street The trial court granted Dolgencorp s motion for

summary judgment The judgment was appealed and affirmed by this

court

On March 24 2003 Bedford filed a first supplemental and amended

petition naming Patrick S Brackley and the William Brackley Tlust as

additional defendants A second supplemental and amended petition was

filed July 9 2003 naming Brackley Construction Inc as an additional

defendant Brackley Construction filed a peremptory exception of

prescription asseliing that the one year prescriptive period for delictual

actions had expired prior to its being named as a defendant for the damages

sustained by the plaintiff in June 2001 The matter was submitted to the trial

court on briefs and written reasons for judgment were issued finding that the

claims had prescribed Judgment was signed accordingly and was timely

appealed

Bedford maintains in this appeal as he did in the trial court that the

amended petitions relate back to the filing of the original petition May 17

2001 and therefore the claim has not prescribed All parties correctly assert

that the courts decisions in this matter are governed by the four factors set

forth in Ray v Alexandria Mall 434 So 2d 1083 1086 1087 La 1983 for

determination of when an amended petition relates back to the filing of the

original petition as provided in La C C P art 1153
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These factors were evidently evaluated by the trial judge who found

that the evidence is insufficient to find that the movers received notice of

the pending lawsuit prior the running of prescription or given that lack of

notice that they knew or should have known that but for a mistake in

concelning the identity of the proper party defendants the action would have

been filed against them We have carefully examined the record in this

matter and find no error on the part of the trial court Therefore the

judgment appealed is affirmed and this opinion is issued in accordance with

Uniform Rules Courts of Appeal Rule 2 161 B Costs are assessed to

Edwin Bedford

AFFIRMED
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